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Hearing loss?
Are you suffering from Hearing Loss
or Tinnitus due to your employment
with the Prison Service or in a
previous employment?
We are succeeding in bringing claims
against the Prison Service for causing
Hearing Loss due to weapons
exposure.
Talk to us on a no obligation basis to
see if you have a case.
Have you served in the:
• Prison Service in the 1970’s, 80’s
or 90’s and had a PPW or fired
Weapons?
• MOD Service - Any Army Regiment
including UDR / RIR / TA if you have
served after 1987?
• RUC Service including Reserve
Service?
Proactive, Professional
& Solution-driven Advice
2 Holywood Road
Belfast BT4 1NT
www.reidblack.com
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Contact us today to find out if
you have a case?
Call:
028 9045 3449
Email:
david@reidblack.com
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PRISON SERVICE TRUST

Hello from Michelle
Welcome to the latest edition of our PST magazine aimed
at giving you an insight into the events which have taken
place over the last six months.
The PST continues to keep in regular contact with our
clients and offer support to those most in need. If you
would like to receive a visit from one of our dedicated
volunteers please give me a call and I will be happy to
arrange this for you.
For A.A support you can contact Joe on: 07516412517
or Martin on: 07788672226.
Our front cover features a photograph of Mrs Dorothy Jones (widow
of Asst. Governor Edward D Jones) Celebrating her 97th Birthday on

Page 11. pst Retired Officers
& Widows Donor Form

Page 12-13. pst Leeds 2016

28th January 2017.
She is pictured with her eldest daughter Evylena.
This year’s PST Golf Event will now be held at Shandon Park Golf
Club on Tuesday 16th May 2017. If you haven’t already booked your

Page 14-15. pst Widows Trip to
London 13th-15 June 2016

4 Ball you can do so by contacting the office on 02890 649628.
I wish to thank all of our volunteers who have selflessly given up
their time in service to our organisation throughout the year. It is
appreciated by all of us at the PST.

Best Wishes

pst

Michelle Fullerton, Manager
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pst Trip To Newcastle, England, Monday 2
On a lovely September morning we flew out early from Belfast
International Airport to Newcastle in England, arriving in the
centre of Newcastle at the Eldon Square shopping centre for
a full day of browsing this lovely city.

Our coach collected us again at 4pm and took us to Jurys Inn hotel for dinner and an early
night as we needed to catch up on our beauty sleep!
The following day we went to Durham, a beautiful cathedral and university town. After
exploring the town for a few hours we went back to Newcastle on our coach for an early
dinner. We then left by coach to the Theatre Royal in Newcastle to see the fabulous show
Mary Poppins.
On our final morning in Newcastle we took a short boat trip along the River Tyne, before
we headed to the airport at lunch time for our brief flight home to Belfast.
All in all, we had a great time in Geordie land…..
‘Til next time......JUNE ROBINSON
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26th - Wednesday 18th September 2016
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pst Northern Ireland Prison Service
Memorial Service November 2016

On Friday the 11th of November 2016 I was afforded the privilege and honour of
representing the prison service trust at the annual memorial service for our
murdered friends and colleagues. This was an even greater privilege as this was
the first time the service was held at its new home at Hydebank.
It never ceases to impress me when I look around at all the old comrades gathered to
remember our murdered friends and colleagues, each with our own memories of
people who will never be forgotten. It is great to catch up and retell some old war
stories over a cup of coffee and a sandwich afterwards.
I want to thank the Board of Directors at the Trust for giving me the opportunity to
remember our colleagues through the laying of a wreath on behalf of the Trust at the service.

Thank you
Sammy Jameson (retired officer by the grace of God)
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The Ely Centre specialise in the delivery of multidisciplinary
support services for civilians and veterans of the Security /
Armed forces who have suffered bereavement/physical, or
psychological injury resulting from the Troubles.
The Ely Centre is the Lead partner in the delivery of CREST 2003, NICE 2005 and World Health
Organisation 2013 gold standard outcomes focused Psychological therapies delivered to Step 1, 2
and Step 3 clients from Fermanagh, Co Tyrone and Co Armagh
Our specialist services employ the delivery of EMDR and CBT Approaches to trauma through
degree educated trauma therapists
We Deliver quality care incorporating bio-psychosocial assessments internationally validated
appropriate psychometrics, at risk protocols and procedures.
We Implement a Victim informed and centred systemic approach by considering each person’s
needs and goals in a holistic manner and providing idiosyncratic comprehensive “wrap around
“service interventions, thereby building a sustainable nationally validated (IAPT) operating model
utilising high-quality, well trained, qualified staff /volunteers and programmes.
If you think you or anyone you know may benefit from any of these services please contact the PST
office on: 02890 649628.
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pst Medical Retired Staff Trip to

Manchester & Chatsworth House 2016

It was just on 5.00a.m & still very dark when our latest adventure began at Hydebank Wood and
by 5.45 everyone was assembled and boarded the coach to take us to the Stena Terminal at Belfast
where we swapped drivers and met Noel who was to take care of us during the trip. Once on board
and as day broke it was straight to the restaurant for brekkie. The crossing was quite good except
in the middle of the Irish Sea where for a while it was a wee bit rough. However, everyone was in
good spirits as we drove ashore at Cairnryan and we made good progress to our lunch stop at
Gretna Green. As one of our pictures show it was almost a unique occasion and I thought we were
going to witness the first Gay Wedding on our trips as Cecil Murray appeared to propose to Marty
Robb!! I’m quite certain Jean and Lorna might have had something to say on that!!
After lunch and a quick nosey round the shops there we made our way south and onwards to Manchester, stopping
briefly for a comfort stop, before arriving at our Hotel around 4.30p.m. Once we had our rooms allocated and rested
up we made our way to the restaurant for a buffet meal...this turned out to be an absolute disaster, as dinner was laid
out in semi warm dishes and self-served onto cold plates and there was not sufficient to feed all 52 of us. The same
applied to our desserts. All in all it was not a good start at all and it culminated in several complaints to the restaurant
manager. However, after dinner some of the party ventured out into the Manchester night life...we were very central...
but most enjoyed a few quiet drinks, a bit of craic, then off to bed for a well-deserved, good night’s sleep after what
was a rather long and exhausting day.
Wednesday morning was yet another glorious sunny autumn morning and thank goodness a super, warm buffet
breakfast was awaiting us. After satisfying our hunger we split up and some 27 of us made our way over the moors,
through a couple of quaint villages which, sadly were not made for large coaches. Consequently we were a bit late
arriving; however, it was not to lessen our enjoyment of the magnificent Stately home. As it turned out we barely saw
everything to be seen as found ourselves engrossed in the beautiful luxury of the Duke of Devonshire (reputedly the
10th. richest in the U.K. with a mere £750 million). Back on board and on a different route we returned to our Hotel
much quicker than in the morning. A quick freshen-up and down early to a much improved buffet . Then on to the new
Lowry Theatre at Salford Quays for a performance of ‘ Be my Baby’ a musical comedy, with a certain amount of pathos
and starring Ruth Madoc (of Hi Di Hi fame) and a certain Brooke Vincent (of Corrie fame) and featuring lots of music of
the rockin’ 60’s. It didn’t go unnoticed that a pair of actors, from Coronation St., were in the audience
supporting Ms. Vincent and indeed were very accommodating when asked to join in a photo shoot with Eleanor
Johnston, Christine Waring and Jackie McGaughey as can be seen. Another member of the party boasted that he had
shaken hands with them...in the gent’s toilets no less...enough said ahem!! Your secrets safe with me, big lad!!...and
your lovely wife. After the programme it was quickly back to the hotel and some more craic. Those who had opted not
to go to Chatsworth shared their day activity with us, most made their way to the Trafford Centre while others...
Rangers, Spurs Liverpool fans...discovered the beauty that is ‘The Theatre of Dreams’, Old Trafford, home of Man. Utd.
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All were suitably, if grudgingly, impressed. Once again peals of laughter could be heard around the hotel lounge as we
recalled events of the past and some of the nicknames given to our colleagues (and the reasons for them) and before
long it was well past midnight and long past my bedtime.
Thursday morning saw us up bright and early on yet another beautiful morning and having taken a hearty breakfast
departed quickly to get to the Gretna Outlet Centre as soon as possible. Many of the ladyfolk were having problems
with their Credit/Debit cards heating up in their purses so with only a short comfort stop at the Westmoreland Services we proceeded as quickly onwards and upwards to the Scotish border and Gretna were we had sufficient time (about
3 hrs.) to satisfy the most ardent of shoppers. At 4 o’clock exactly we took our leave...and a load of goodies...and made
the last part of our trip back to our ferry at the Stena Terminal. Once aboard we had time, in the darkening evening
light, to witness a beautiful sunset over lough Ryan and then an easier return sailing back to Belfast. It didn’t take
too long to reach our destination at Hydebank Wood where the nightguard staff had the gates open for us and all too
soon we dispersed to all parts of the province at the end of yet another very successful, if tiring, but most enjoyable
trip courtesy of the P.S.T. It would be remiss of me not to thank the Governor, Security Dept. and Night-guard S.O.
and his staff for accommodating us by having the gates to the Hydebank complex opened and closed both before our
departure and arrival back from it Many, many thanks to all concerned.

Joe McPhillips
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pst Widow’s Trip to Hoarcross Hall
Mon. 21st - Wed. 23rd November 2016

Our party met at Belfast City airport
on Monday 21st.November for the
short flight to Birmingham
airport. We arrived around lunch
time to a grey and wet Birmingham
but thankfully took shelter in the
Bullring shopping centre for lunch
and a browse around the shops. We
headed to Hoarcross Hall later that
afternoon and settled into our
luxurious hotel and enjoyed a
beautiful three course dinner.
The next day most of our clients spend the
whole day enjoying the spa resort. We had
various treatments there including Indian
Head massage, facial, back massage, body
scrubs etc... We also were able to enjoy the
full range of facilities including swimming
pool, Jacuzzis, cold plunge pool, sauna,
“snooze room” etc... Bliss. A few hardened
shoppers did venture into Lictchfield for a
few hours. That night we again had a
lovely three course meal.
On our last day in England we visited Cadbury World on our way back to the airport. Everyone
seemed to enjoy the tour including the chocolate freebies…buttons, curly wurly, double decker,
crunchie…
Early afternoon we boarded our coach and went back to Birmingham airport for our flight back to
Belfast, arriving at dinner time. We hope you all had a great time. It was good to see “old” faces and
meet some “new” ones.
Thanks Michelle back at base for all your hard work and organisation.
‘til the next time...
Xxx..JUNE ROBINSON
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pst Christmas Lunch December 2016
Our Christmas Lunch was held in the Europa Hotel Belfast. It was
a great day which everyone enjoyed.
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pst Christmas Trip to the Grand
Opera House, Belfast
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pst An UNBELIEVABLE Visit to Krakow
Early March saw two visits to Krakow, Poland by, first our medically retired
clients, followed the next week by our widows and friends. Assembling at the
International Airport at the reasonable time 7.30am proved no problem for
most of us and (after a wee hiccup with the first party) we were all soon chatting
away in the departure lounge awaiting the call for our flight. Sure enough, and
bang on time we were all aboard and in the air on the short and uneventful
flight to our destination. On landing, we on the first party had to wait for half
an hour on our coach which was very frustrating, and our driver-Andrew-wasn’t
exactly the most personable bloke we had ever met! However, he did manage
to get us to our hotel...sort of!!...as the nearest he could park the coach to the
Metropolis Design Hotel was about 400 yards away and across a series of
pedestrian crossings!! Once we had managed to reach it, we discovered
abeautiful boutique Hotel and were very quickly registered and up to our
rooms. With the afternoon to ourselves we soon made our way to the main
square running into others all searching out the shops, cafes and bars. At the
appropriate time, 7.00pm, we gathered in the dining room as arranged and sat
down to our first taste of Polish cuisine. Well!!...I have never had a hard-boiled
egg in my vegetable soup before and I don’t think I want to try it again. That
said, most of us enjoyed the first course. I personally don’t like pasta or anything like it and definitely didn’t enjoy the
stuffed dumplings that followed. Once again others did enjoy them. Dinner over and while some folk wandered off
back to the centre of Krakow others headed to bed while the majority retired to the bar for a bit of craic and a few!!
A bright sunny Friday morning saw us up and tucked into a hearty breakfast before boarding our coach for the short
drive to the Salt mines at Wieliczka. On arrival our party was split in two and we began the descent of 380 steps to the
beginning of a wonderful, underground complex of tunnels and caverns. Apparently, in operation from the 13th
Century, it ceased operation in 1996. Unfortunately one of the 1st party didn’t make it any further than the bottom
of the shaft and a further 4 had to call it a day once we reached the colossal Cathedral with its superb chandelier, the
entire site having been excavated and sculptured from rock salt. For the rest of the visitors it was onward to an
underground lake and some “Chopin”. As most of us wilted and returned to the surface in an ‘interesting’ lift (I think
there were 10 in it at a time going up!) other hardy souls went further down to the mine museum which I am assured
was very worthy of a visit. Once we were all above ground and had a correct head-count we were off to return to our
hotel to rest and freshen up and prepare to walk to the restaurant ‘Tradycyja’. There we enjoyed a much better dinner,
which went down well with everyone. Our widows, mean-while, dined in the hotel and by all accounts, enjoyed similar
cuisine to the first night. Having had a tiring day walking and climbing steps many of the groups retired for the night
whilst most remained in the centre of
the city and did a little retail therapy.
Saturday morning was again warm
and bright and saw us all up, bright,
breezy, refreshed and having

enjoyed a big breakfast boarded our coach
for the 1hr transfer to Auschwitz/Birkenau.
During the journey our driver played a
video, made some time after the war by a
journalist who had accompanied the Russian liberators which set the tone for what
we were about to experience.
Personally speaking, I wasn’t quite prepared for what we were about to see
and hear and found the whole experience extremely harrowing. A view shared
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by many of our party. Having said that, it’s a visit I wouldn’t have missed and have long wished to complete. The eerie
silence surrounding the place...the dignified respect of the many, many visitors and, of course, inside both camps the
absence of any birdlife. I had been told of this, but was rather sceptical until I experienced it for myself. No-one in any
of our groups will, I believe, ever forget the red-brick barracks of Auschwitz each a self -contained reminder of the

horrors of this death camp. Whether it was where the victims were made sleep, wash or toilet or where they were punished or murdered. The death wall where we left lighted candles or the buildings housing the confiscated
toiletries, false teeth (gold fillings removed, of course) ,men’s then women’s shoes, shaven hair and lastly the pile of little
children’s shoes. Once we had completed our tour of this camp we re-joined our coach and drove the short distance

to Birkenau which was built by the Nazis to accommodate the vast overflow of victims being rounded up from all
corners of Europe. Indeed it was a revelation to me that it stretched from Oslo in the northwest to southern Greece in
the south east!! It is a stunning statistic that 1.5 million victims were murdered here. A 1 mile walk along the iconic
rail-line, past one of the original wagons used to transfer victims, brought us to the second memorial site where, once
again, we placed a lighted candle. Having completed the final tour it was a very subdued party which returned to our
hotel. As we had run a bit late we didn’t have a great deal of time to get ready to leave for dinner (it was a quick wipe
under the oxters, a lick and a promise!!) and off again to a different restaurant, the Morskie Oxo...listed as a rational Polish
Inn and very comfortable it was too. Everyone enjoyed the fare here and the local folk group who sang throughout
our stay. Meanwhile our party of widows enjoyed another Polish dinner in the hotel, although some of them chose to
forego it and venture into the restaurants in the main square, of which there
were many. With having little packing to do there was still plenty of time to
enjoy a few drinks, exchange stories and reminisce about our trip then off to
bed for the early start on Sunday our farewells to Andrew our tour driver!! And
into the duty-free shops for a last chance to spend our remaining Zlotys. A
very short uneventful flight brought us back to the rain in Belfast where we
dispersed extremely grateful to the P.S.T. for having given both the
medically retired clients as well as the widows the opportunity to experience
this adventure.
There were just a few anecdotes this time around like who on the first evening
forgot what time dinner was at and almost missed his soup...eh Mr. B or who,
at the restaurant on the second night got stuck in the lavatory...eh Mrs. D or
again on the third evening who got
detached from the party as we made
our way to the restaurant and had to
have a search party go find them...eh
Mr. B (again) along with Mr. & Mrs. C...
it wouldn’t be a good trip if we didn’t
have a wee mishap or two on our
travels. Until the next time….

Finlay & June
Joe & Margaret
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Sponsors of Robin Halward Memorial Trophy

Keenan Solicitors
leading accident claims specialist in Northern Ireland
2 South Parade, Ormeau Road. Belfast. BT7 2GR

Prison Officer
Hearing Damage Compensation
Many Prison Officers have suffered permanent
hearing damage and tinnitus (abnormal noises in
the ear such as ringing, buzzing, whistling etc...) as
a result of attending training in the use of the
personal protection weapon.
If you or any Prison Officer you know attended
weapons training and was not provided with
double ear protection then give us a call.

You may be entitled to
substantial compensation
For FREE advice please call:

FREEPHONE: 0800 092 9994

